BECOME A FESTIVAL INTERN!
Meet famous poets, celebrities and performers! Learn skills in event managing, tourism,
marketing, hospitality, arts administration, journalism and so much more!
“I really enjoyed my time working as an intern for
Ledbury Poetry Festival. Although it is an intense 10
days, it is massively rewarding- both in terms of
developing new skills and also just having a good
time! Event managing was something I would have
never considered doing previously but I ended up
enjoying it & also becoming more confident in public
speaking.
Getting to interact with the poets & performers is
always fun- it is really rewarding to work with people
who care intensely about what they do. Another
highlight is being able to go to events that you
might've not otherwise gone to- the Festival always
has a really diverse & interesting program and there's
always something that will surprise you! “

“My intern experience last summer was a brilliant one.
I looked forward to the morning meetings every day to
discuss the itinerary of each day. We had our set work,
including meeting the poets before their performance
and delivering their introductions. We also had to
improvise. Being able to watch any performance we
wanted to was a pleasure, and getting to meet the
performers afterwards for a drink was even better.
Best of all, we had fun. Everyone in the office and
others stationed around Ledbury made me feel like
part of the LPF family and I wish I could come back
and do it all again. I hope you get the chance to meet
all the fantastic team and experience the Festival in
some way.”

Deadline: 17 April, 2020
For an intern information pack, go to
https://www.poetry-festival.co.uk/volunteers/or have an informal chat with
Phillippa Slinger, Festival Manager 01531 634156
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